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Honey Badger Deco was born with the idea
of creating great lighting that we could
be proud of. We couldn’t find suitable
lighting for our own personal project, so
we decided to make our own and through
word of mouth our idea turned into a
growing, flourishing business which has
supplied lights to restaurants, local and
international households and boutique
stores within months of launching and we
only hope to grow. Why the Honey Badger
you might ask? Because Honey Badgers
are fearless, bold and master problem
solvers, and we strive for the same with
our decor.
Honey Badger Deco is modern, Eco
friendly and inspired by nature. Our
love of nature keeps us mindful of our
products to minimize the impact on the
environment. We do our best to be green
and strive for great designs that are less
wasteful and easy to recycle. The Honey
Badger story is just getting started.
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ABOUT US

Like a light bulb going off in a dark room

AQUA PENDANT
R900.00 – R1,300.00
Sizes: 300mm, 400mm, 800mm
The Aqua Pendant is a tear-drop
shaped pendant light. The design
is easy on the eye and makes a
statement especially when there are
a few grouped together. There are
various sizes available. Our lighting
decor is made from 100% natural
compressed pine, with no harmful
additives.

BASKET LIGHT
PENDANT
R600.00 – R1,000.00
Sizes: 400mm, 600mm
Africa wouldn’t be Africa without
baskets, so naturally this is where
our design inspiration for this light
has come from. Simple yet sleek and
stylish, the Basket light will enhance
any area. Made from 100% natural
compressed pine, with no additives.
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ARTY PENDANT
R900.00
Size: 400mm
Beads are roughly 100mm and
200mm each.
The Arty Pendant looks like an
upended flower. It comes in a
standard length of approximately
300mm. The ‘stem’ can be lengthened
by adding wooden ‘beads’. Please
contact us directly via email or
WhatsApp for sizes and prices of the
beads.

LAMPADINA
GLOBE PENDANT
R980.00
Size: 400mm
The Lampadina is a globe-shaped
pendant light, the screw thread
base is made of concrete. It can be
turned into a wall sconce by adding
our pulley style wall bracket or into a
table lamp with a switch. This unique
light is versatile and eye catching.
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PINO PENDANT
LIGHT
R480.00 – R3,200.00
Available sizes: 200mm, 300mm,
400mm, 600mm, 1000mm
The Pino Pendant is our best seller.
This Pine Cone shaped pendant
catches your eye wherever you
hang it. Inspired by nature, the warm
glow creates a sultry, welcoming
ambience, perfect for any area.

PINO TABLE
LAMPS
R900.00 – R1,100.00
Made from wood with a smooth
concrete base, these lamps are
unique and attractive and exude a
subtle ambient glow, warming any
dark nook with delicate light.
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PINOPOLY
PENDANT LIGHTS
R700.00 – R840.00
Sizes 300mm, 400mm
The Pinopoly Pendant is made from
recycled polymer plastic and comes
in Frosted white or Satin Black Black.
The Frosted Pinopoly Pendant looks
like it is as delicate as ice. It is elegant,
dazzling and pure while it makes the
whole room gleam.
The Satin Black Pinopoly Pendant is
sexy and sophisticated and will bring
a sultry, contemporary feel to an
area.
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TONDO
PENDANT LIGHT
R900.00 – R2,400.00
Sizes: 400mm, 600mm, 900mm
The Tondo is a sphere-shaped
pendant light. When hung together
in clusters, they look like floating
bubbles and make a striking display.
There are various sizes are available.

TUBO PENDANT
LIGHT
R900.00 – R1,680.00
Sizes: 500mm, 750mm, 1000mm
The Tubo is a cylindrical shaped
light, with a spiral wave running up
and around the shape. It is bold but
beautiful, it effortlessly seems to
float in a space and you just can’t
help looking at it.
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VINO PENDANT
LIGHT
R900.00 – R1,400.00
Sizes: 400mm, 500mm, 800mm
The Vino is a bottle-shaped pendant,
its clean lines bring a sense of calm
and hospitality to mind. The Vino is
bold but elegant and gives a sense
of sophisticated style to an area.

WAVE TUBE
LANTERN LIGHT
R600.00 – R800.00
Sizes: 400mm, 500mm, 600mm
The Wave Tube Lantern light has an
exotic ambience to it. It looks like a
floating lantern and it’s radiance,
alluring and inviting.
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DECORATIVE WOODEN
WALL SCREENS
R500.00 – R900.00
Dimensions: 1200x600mm, 600x500mm
Refresh a dull wall with a decorative wall screens. These
wall panels are light weight and easy to hang and come in
various designs. The decorative screens come in 2 sizes,
1200x600mm and 600x400mm.
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SUSTAINABLE WOOD…
We use High Density Fibreboard (HDF) which provides superior flexibility because
it is produced from 100% Pine wood. It has a very light color, excellent dimensional
stability, uniform and smooth surface. It is FSC® (Forest Stewardship Council®
– FSC-C115987) certified. The FSC is an international certification system that
recognizes the highest levels of forest management, ensuring to its customers and
consumers products of wood originated from forests managed in an environmentally
responsible, socially beneficial and economically feasible manner. Annually, more
than 3.5 million trees are planted, selected and transformed into raw material from
our raw wood supplier.
We source our wood from suppliers that avoid the exploitation of native forests and
ensures employment and income in the countryside for many families.
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Contact Us
+27 (0)82 575 0756
www.badgerdeco.co.za
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